
Worsted Weight Yarn 

 

10 skeins = 1200 yards 

for sizes S to XXL 

  

GAUGE: 

15 Stitches / 19 Rows 

in Pattern Stitch 

=  4 x 4 inches 

on # 10 Needles 

skeino.com ~  community@skeino.com 
COLOR OPTIONS 

 

ANGELICA 

AQUA 

AUTUM 

BUTTERFLY 

CROCUS 

DESERT 

FOREST 

SAND 

FALL 

PEACHES 

PEACOCK 

PINK 

 
= K from RS 

 
= 1 YO, K 1 

 
= 2 YO, K 1 

 
= 3 YO, K 1 

 
= K from WS, do not work YOs but drop 

them off the needle (= dropped sts) 

 
= K from WS 

ABBREVIATIONS 



KNITTING TIP 1: 
If you cast on new sts on 3rd row in pattern on right front piece, cast on new sts on 4th row in pattern on left front piece.   
If you cast on new sts on 7th row in pattern on right front piece, cast on new sts on 8th row in pattern on left front piece.  
KNITTING TIP 2: 
If you finish on 3rd row in pattern on right front piece, last row on left front piece must also be 3rd row in pattern. 
If you finish on 7th row in pattern on right front piece, last row on left front piece must also be 7th row in pattern. 
 
RIGHT FRONT PIECE:  Cast on 57-57-65-65-73 sts on circular needle size 6 mm / US 10 with Felted Wool. Work 1 ridge 
in GARTER ST, see explanation above, AT THE SAME TIME on last row dec 7-7-8-8-9 sts evenly as follows:                   
K 1, * K 2 tog, K 6 *, repeat from *-* 6-6-7-7-8 more times = 50-50-57-57-64 sts. 
Then work as follows from RS:  
S-M: A.1 (= 8 sts), A.2 3 times in total.  L-XL: K 1, A.2 4 times in total. XXL: A.1 (= 8 sts), A.2 4 times in total.              
REMEMBER THE GAUGE! 
Continue back and forth the same way until piece measures 42-44-46-42-44 cm / 16½"-17¼"-18"-16½"-17¼". Then 
loosely cast on 28 new sts for sleeve at the end of next row from RS = 78-78-85-85-92 sts. Adjust according to pattern so 
that the new sts are cast on at the end of 3rd or 7th row in pattern – READ KNITTING TIP 1! Then continue as before but 
work 2 extra repetitions of A.2 over the new sts on sleeve. Continue until piece measures approx.  66-68-70-72-74 cm / 
26''-26¾''-27½''-28⅜''-29⅛'', and adjust so that next row from RS is 3rd or 7th row in pattern – READ KNITTING TIP 2! 
On next row from RS work the first 27-27-28-28-29 sts before slipping them on a stitch holder. Slip the remaining           
51-51-57-57-63 sts on another stitch holder without working them first. 
LEFT FRONT PIECE:  Cast on 58-58-65-65-74 sts on circular needle size 6 mm / US 10 with Felted Wool. Work 1 ridge 
in GARTER ST, see explanation above, AT THE SAME TIME on last row dec 7-7-8-8-9 sts evenly on last row in ridge as 
follows: K 2-2-1-1-2, * K 2 tog, K 6 *, repeat from *-* 6-6-7-7-8-8 more times = 51-51-57-57-65 sts.  
Continue to work as follows on 1st row from RS: 
S-M: K 1, A.2 3 times in total, A.3 (= 8 sts). L-XL: K 1, A.2 4 times in total.  XXL: K 1, A.2 4 times in total, A.3 (= 8 sts). 
Continue back and forth the same way until piece measures 42-44-46-42-44 cm / 16½"-17"-18"-16½"-17". Then loosely 
cast on 28 new sts for sleeve at the end of next row from WS = 79-79-85-85-93 sts. Adjust according to right front piece 
and pattern so that the new sts are cast on at the end of 4th or 8th row in pattern – READ KNITTING TIP 1!  
S-M: K 1, A.2 until 8 sts remain, A.3 (= 8 sts). L-XL: K 1, A.2 over the remaining sts on needle.                                      
XXL: K 1, A.2 until 8 sts remain, A.3 (= 8 sts). 
Continue to work until piece measures approx. 66-68-70-72-74 cm / 26''-26¾''-27½''-28⅜''-29⅛''. Adjust according to right 
front piece and make sure that next row from RS is 3rd or 7th row in pattern – READ KNITTING TIP 2!  On next row from 
RS work the first 51-51-57-57-63 sts as before, slip the remaining 28-28-28-28-30 sts on a stitch holder.  
BACK PIECE: Then cast on 25-25-27-27-29 new sts at the end of row (= back of neck), work sts from right front piece = 
127-127-141-141-155 sts. INSERT A MARKER HERE. NOW MEASURE THE PIECE FROM HERE. Continue pattern 
from front pieces over all sts as follows from RS: K 1, A.2 9-9-10-10-11 times in total. When piece measures                   
24-24-24-30-30 cm / 9½"-9½"-9½"-11¾"-11¾" from marker mid on top of shoulder, bind off 28 sts at beg of the next 2 
rows for sleeves (adjust to bind off on 3rd and 4th row or 7th and 8th row) = 71-71-85-85-99 sts. Continue with pattern 
until piece measures approx. 65-67-69-71-73cm – adjust according to front piece to finish after 3rd or 7th row in pattern. 
Then work 1 ridge AT THE SAME TIME on 1st row in ridge inc 14 sts evenly as follows: K 1, * K 2 in one st, K 4-4-5-5-6 *, 
repeat from *-* 13 more times = 85-85-99-99-113 sts. 
Piece measures approx. 66-68-70-72-74 cm / 26''-26¾''-27½''-28⅜''-29⅛''. Loosely bind off. 
NECK EDGE:  Work sts from right front piece, pick up 25-25-27-27-29-29 sts in the back of neck and work sts from left 
front piece = 80-80-83-83-88-88 sts. Work 3 ridges AT THE SAME TIME on 1st row in ridge inc 10 sts evenly as follows: 
K 0-0-3-3-8-8, * K 2 in one st, K 7 *, repeat from *-* 9 more times = 90-90-93-93-98-98 sts. Loosely bind off. 
ASSEMBLY: Fold the piece at the shoulder. Sew sleeve and side seams in one. Sew in outer loops of edge sts to avoid 
a chunky seam. When the garment is finished and assembled, soak it, stretch it to correct measurements - see chart,   

and leave it to dry flat. 

PATTERN FOR SUMMER JACKET 
Material: one braid Felted Wool (10 skeins, 1.75 oz. and 120 yards each)  
               total of 1200 yards 
Circular knitting needle #10 (6 mm) 24 - 36 inches long 
 
GARTER ST (back and forth on needle):   K all rows. 1 ridge = K2 rows. 
Front and back piece is worked in one over shoulder.  
 
PATTERN:  See diagrams A.1 to A.3.                                                                                 
The diagrams show all rows in pattern seen from RS. 


